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Abstract: The starting point of most experimental and clinical examinations of bilingual language
development is the choice of the measure of participants’ proficiency, which affects the interpretation
of experimental findings and has pedagogical and clinical implications. Recent work on heritage and
L2 acquisition of Russian used varying proficiency assessment tools, including elicited production,
vocabulary recognition, and in-house measures. Using such different approaches to proficiency
assessment is problematic if one seeks a coherent vision of bilingual speaker competence at different
acquisition stages. The aim of the present study is to provide a suite of validated bilingual assessment
materials designed to evaluate the language proficiency speakers of Russian as a second or heritage
language. The materials include an adaptation of a normed language background questionnaire
(Leap-Q), a battery of participant-reported proficiency measures, and a normed cloze deletion test.
We offer two response formats in combination with two distinct scoring methods in order to make the
testing materials suited for bilingual Russian speakers who self-assess as (semi-) proficient as well as
for those whose bilingualism is incipient, or declining due to language attrition. Data from 52 baseline
speakers and 503 speakers of Russian who reported dominant proficiency in a different language
are analyzed for test validation purposes. Obtained measures of internal and external validity
provide evidence that the cloze deletion test reported in this study reliably discriminates between
dissimilar target language attainment levels in diverse populations of bilingual and multilingual
Russian speakers.

Keywords: Russian; proficiency; cloze test; heritage speakers; L2 learners

1. Introduction

According to the US Census bureau (U.S. Census Bureau 2019), in the year 2018, an
estimated 67.3 million US residents spoke a language other than English at home. This is
more than three times the number of the multilingual speakers reported by the US census
in the 1980s. As the number of multilingual speakers continues to grow in the exceedingly
globalized world, proficiency levels of the modern-day language users deserve careful
attention from researchers and educators. Language proficiency is fundamentally impor-
tant for understanding various aspects of language use, including perception, production
and comprehensibility (Lemhöfer and Broersma 2012; Tremblay 2011). Quantitative and
qualitative variability in second language (L2) neurocognitive activity (Abutalebi 2008;
Kotz 2009), spoken word recognition and phonological processing (Blumenfeld and Marian
2007), sentence level and discourse-level comprehension (Foucart et al. 2016; Van Zeeland
and Schmitt 2013) are influenced, to a large extent, by speaker’s competence in the target
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language (henceforth, TL). Therefore, language proficiency must be taken into considera-
tion when seeking an accurate understanding of language acquisition and bilingualism
(Hulstijn 2012).

While the challenge of accounting for bilinguals’ and multilinguals’ proficiency arises
along with the ever-increasing role that these populations play in research and applied
contexts, it is further complicated by the fact that unlike in typically developing mono-
lingual speakers, language proficiency of bilinguals and multi-linguals is not only highly
variable (Wood Bowden 2016), but also rather dynamic, and may be subject to effects of
cross-linguistic influence, language dominance, and language attrition (Kohnert and Bates
2002; Luk and Bialystok 2013; Montrul 2018; Montrul et al. 2008; Montrul and Ionin 2012;
White 2003).

Among the non-English languages spoken in the US, the Russian language had the
largest proportional increase from 1990 to 2000 (Gildersleeve-Neumann and Wright 2010).
The 2017 report by the Census bureau lists Russian as the 9th most spoken language in
the US. In promoting the bilingual development of the Russian-English speaking pop-
ulation, both clinicians and researchers must commit to best practices in assessing and
educating these bilingual language learners. Despite the recent growth in the population
of the Russian speakers, Russian remains a Less Commonly Taught Language (LCTL),
which means that its study receives support as one division of foreign language, area, and
international studies in US colleges and universities. The need for accurate yet efficient
proficiency assessment instruments to be used with Russian learners has become more
real ever since Russia reintroduced proficiency requirements for citizenship applicants and
international students. Domestically, this has given rise to investigations of assessment
centered around the use of comprehensive standardized tests of Russian proficiency (e.g.,
Belyakova et al. 2013; Basenko-Karmali and Saparova 2020). The Test of Russian as a For-
eign Language (TORFL) and the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages
(ACTFL) present the two best known commercial standardized tests of Russian proficiency
and require specially trained staff to administer testing, and score and evaluate the out-
come. At the same time, a lot of research on the acquisition of Russian by bilingual and
multilingual populations, past and ongoing, is carried out independently of these recent
developments in the formal proficiency assessment arena and demonstrates a shortage
of adequately accessible, normed proficiency measures to be used with L2 learners and
heritage speakers residing outside of Russia.

To date, to the best of our knowledge, the only peer-reviewed published studies
addressing bilingual speakers’ proficiency in Russian as a home or second language include
Makarova and Terekhova (2017) and Long et al. (2012). Makarova and Terekhova (2017)
evaluated the oral proficiency in Russian in a group of 30 5–6-year-old Russian speaking
bilinguals and multilinguals all residing in Canada, using an oral elicited production
task. Long et al. (2012) presents a comprehensive attempt to deconstruct proficiency
levels specified under the Interagency Roundtable Language Scale using data from 68
adult L2 learners and heritage Russian bilinguals tested on over thirty computer-delivered
perception and production tasks. The aim of the present study is to contribute to the
emergent literature on assessment in Russian and present the validation results of a test
designed to evaluate the Russian language proficiency in adult bilingual and multilingual
speakers, including those for whom Russian presents a home language or a target language
learned via formal instruction. While these populations may differ substantially in terms of
the age of exposure to Russian and the context in which the language is acquired, they may
be equally subject to incomplete acquisition or attrition of Russian proficiency (Polinsky
and Kagan 2007).

The assessment materials presented in this study include an adaptation of a normed
language background questionnaire developed by Marian et al. (2007) and a normed cloze
deletion test with two distinct response formats (constructed response and multiple choice)
and two scoring methods (acceptable answer and exact answer) suited for participants with
different attainment levels. Unlike many commercial standardized proficiency tests, the
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testing tool we offer is not resource-intensive and affords straightforward and transparent
scoring of the test data. In what follows, we report the psychometric properties of the test
and explore the relationship between a testing outcome and participant acquisition history,
including course level, the age of exposure to the TL, and the context of acquisition. The
proposed test achieves satisfactory reliability, internal and external, criterion-based validity,
and serves as a robust measure of Russian language skills while successfully meeting the
following assessment and scoring criteria:

1. Presents an economical and methodologically simple proficiency assessment solution
which researchers and language instructors can use as a unified proficiency gauge for
research and/or class placement purposes.

2. Is independent of facts about individual learners’ L2 background traditionally used
as a proxy of learners’ proficiency, including the age of exposure to the TL, and the
amount of TL input or semesters of TL instruction.

3. Two normed versions of the cloze deletion test offer flexible testing logistics and
provide straightforward scoring guidelines; the multiple-choice version of the test
enables automated scoring so as to minimize the impact of the assessor on testing
outcomes.

We present analyses of proficiency assessment data from 52 native Russian speakers
and 503 Russian speakers and L2 learners with dominant proficiency in a different language
and representative of varied learning contexts and language backgrounds. Test takers’ data
are used to validate the proposed test and demonstrate the application of each scoring
method to gauging the Russian language proficiency in bilingual and multilingual speakers
ranging from those who self-asses as (semi-)proficient to those whose bilingualism is
incipient due to limited input and/or instruction, or declining, due to language attrition.
Finally, we provide standardized scores for each test version in order to enable future test
administrators to reference their scores to those reported in the present study.

2. Proficiency Assessment in Bilingual and Multilingual Populations

The importance of accurately representing language proficiency is certainly not unique
to the Russian language or other LCTLs. The choice of the measure of participants’ profi-
ciency presents a starting point of most experimental and clinical examinations of bilingual
language development and not only affects the interpretation of experimental findings (see
Tremblay 2011 for an extensive discussion of proficiency assessment in L2 French research)
but may also have importance for pedagogical and clinical implications. Despite often
presenting a methodological challenge, proficiency assessment in research on bilingual
and multilingual acquisition is gradually becoming common practice, as it determines
participant eligibility for research and helps interpret results of the intervention techniques
in a language classroom or tease apart the effects of experimental conditions on participant
performance in laboratory research (Kormos 2000; Kotz 2009).

Proficiency and language background measures pulled from large samples of bi- and
multi-lingual speakers in the US and beyond (Han 2012; Montanari et al. 2018) reveal
important aspects of the social conditions in which bilingual development unfolds in the
present days and help educators design optimal educational approaches to supporting
life-long bilingualism and multilingualism among the many US-born speakers of minority
languages, including Russian. Polinsky and Kagan (2007) list a number of terms used in
the language acquisition literature to refer to this population, including “semi-speakers”
(Dorian 1981), “incomplete acquirers” (Montrul 2002; Polinsky 2006), and “unbalanced”,
“dominant”, or “early” bilinguals (Baker and Jones 1998). These terms attest to a large de-
gree of variability in the attainment levels of the modern-day US bilingual and multilingual
speakers.

Polinsky and Kagan (2007) characterize the Russian language proficiency of the
Russian-English early bilinguals in the US as featuring “tremendous variation”; they
note that some speakers approach the baseline proficiency characteristics (i.e., appear
native-like) in Russian (the minority language), whereas others have significantly reduced
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fluency (see Friedman and Kagan 2008 for similar results), perceptible foreign accent, and
greatly reduced (over-regularized) morphological paradigms (for similar findings see
Polinsky 2007, 2008, 2011; Laleko 2011). Whereas studies investigating heritage Russian
converge on the idea that heritage speakers are distinct in terms of their Russian proficiency
from the monolingual (baseline) speakers, comparing early Russian-English bilinguals
to those with considerable later age of exposure (AOE) to Russian can reveal a selective
advantage to early AOE, as well as evidence of L1 transfer. To illustrate, Gor (2019), fo-
cusing on the acquisition of Russian morpho-syntax, used a grammaticality judgement
task delivered in writing and aurally. Gor’s participants were L2ers and heritage Rus-
sian bilinguals, matched in terms of their TL proficiency using ACTFL OPI ratings. In
Gor’s study, heritage speakers outperformed the L2ers across the task modalities. In a
similar vein, Ionin et al. (2020, under review) tested adult L1 English L2 Russian learners
and English-dominant heritage Russian speakers’ sensitivity to the relationship between
word order and information structure in Russian; Ionin et al. found that Russian heritage
speakers (early/simultaneous bilinguals) reliably detected incongruence between word
order, prosody and context, whereas adult Russian L2ers, regardless of the proficiency
level, demonstrated invariable preference for default constituent order (SVO) under neutral
prosody, seemingly unaware of contextual appropriateness. More target-like performance
of the heritage speakers reported by Gor and by Ionin et al. points to an overarching
advantage conferred by early exposure to the Russian language and points to qualitative
differences in the Russian proficiency of early vs. late Russian/English bilinguals.

While early exposure to a TL in an immigrant family setting may confer an acquisition
advantage, it certainly does not guarantee native-like competence across linguistic domains
and may be further undermined by subsequent TL attrition. For example, Polinsky (2008)
investigated the comprehension of subject and object relative clauses in baseline Russian
as well as by English-dominant heritage Russian bilinguals, child and adult. Polinsky
established that adult heritage bilinguals differ from Russian monolinguals and child her-
itage speakers in that they demonstrate non-target-like comprehension of Russian relative
clauses. Polinsky’s findings support the view that the morphological component of her-
itage language grammars may be particularly vulnerable/susceptible to attrition (Montrul
2006; Sorace 2004). In a similar vein, Ionin and Luchkina (2019) investigated the effects
of word order, prosody and information structure on quantifier scope interpretation by
adult Russian English bilinguals. The study found that distinct Russian proficiency levels
determine scope interpretation preferences and account for non-target like interpretation
of scopally ambiguous sentences in Russian by adult L2 learners and heritage speakers.

Recent work on heritage and L2 acquisition of Russian draws on language proficiency
measures which are as distinct as the studies themselves. To illustrate, Gor and Cook
(2010); Gor (2019); Ionin et al. (2014) and Polinsky (2005) incorporated heterogenous
proficiency estimates varying from elicited production measures to vocabulary recognition
and in-house assessment, to standardized test scores. Using such fundamentally different
ways of gauging TL proficiency is problematic if we seek a coherent vision of bilingual
speakers’ competence at different acquisition stages. These considerations further reinforce
the need for unified, inclusive proficiency assessment methods developed with L2 learners
of Russian as well as bilingual speakers in minority-majority acquisition contexts in mind.

Considerations of Language Background and Acquisition History

Unequivocally, bilinguals’ and multilinguals’ language proficiency may not be accu-
rately evaluated unless multiple exogenous sources of inter-speaker variance are taken
into consideration which may have influence on the TL ultimate attainment levels. A
classic study by Johnson and Newport (1989) found significant correlations between adult
bilinguals’ performance on an aural grammaticality judgment task in English and a number
of biographical and attitudinal variables and self-reported proficiency measures. Some
of these factors have been routinely introduced as language background variables into
proficiency assessment research and include the age of arrival (for immigrant bilinguals),
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the age of exposure to the TL, measures of weekly amount of the TL input, self-reported
measures of foreign accent, and others.

The importance of biographical data and language history in evaluating bilinguals’
performance on language tasks has been firmly established in L2 acquisition and bilingual-
ism research (see, among others, Dunn and Tree 2009; Flege et al. 1998; Gollan et al. 2012;
Grosjean 2004; Luk and Bialystok 2013; Sheng et al. 2014). Hyltenstam and Abrahamsson
(2003) provided evidence supporting an increasing role of experience-based variables in
determining language proficiency in late/adult bilingual learners. These findings call
for inclusion of biographical and language history data in assessment procedures. One
way to achieve this standard is via combining the primary assessment technique that is
independent of the participants’ biographical data and language history with a validated
instrument for collecting relevant background information. To this end, the present study
incorporates an adaptation of the Language Experience and Proficiency Questionnaire (The
LEAP-Q) for assessing profiles in bilingual and multilingual speakers created by Marian
et al. (2007). Our choice of the LEAP-Q tool as the basis for collecting the self-reported
measures of language background and TL input follows the successful implementation of
the various adaptations of this questionnaire in research with highly proficient bilinguals
(e.g., Conrad et al. 2011; Mercier et al. 2014; Pelham and Abrams 2014; see Kaushanskaya
et al. 2020 for more discussion), as well as with emergent bilingual speakers (Antoniou
et al. 2015; Nip and Blumenfeld 2015). The LEAP-Q takes into account a number of factors
deemed “important contributors to bilingual status” (Marian et al. 2007, p. 943). These
factors include language dominance and preference ratings, age and modes of language
acquisition, measures of input and usage, as well as duration of stay in the country of
residence. Marian and colleagues internally validated the LEAP-Q instrument using data
from 52 multilingual speakers and established its criterion-based (external) validity us-
ing the LEAP-Q data in conjunction with standardized proficiency scores from 50 adult
Spanish-English bilinguals. More specifically, Marian et al. tested a homogenous group
of highly proficient bilingual speakers residing in the US who also reported extensive
immersion in both their languages. Marian et al. concluded that self-reported language
history information was predictive of participants’ performance “on specific linguistic
tasks” (p. 956).

Because the present study does not seek participants converging in terms of their
TL proficiency, it is important to review a language background analysis in the spirit of
Tremblay’s (2011) norming study of a cloze deletion test created for adult L2 learners of
French. Tremblay’s sample of 169 L2 learners was characterized as highly heterogenous,
based on participants’ L1s and self-reported TL exposure and proficiency measures. While
Tremblay’s study did not use the LEAP-Q instrument, it reported many of the same lan-
guage background variables, including the age of exposure to the TL, amount of weekly TL
input, and history of formal TL instruction. Tremblay concluded that years of instruction
in French, followed by self-reported French proficiency, were the best predictors of the
cloze test performance in her sample. Results of the external validation of Tremblay’s profi-
ciency assessment using self-reported language background variables were superseded
by a cluster means analysis based on participants’ cloze scores, revealing that proficiency
assessment in bilingual populations based solely on biographical data and self-reported
proficiency measures may be significantly improved if an independent normed instrument
is used in combination with biographical information and language learning history.

3. The Use of Cloze Deletion Tests for Proficiency Assessment

The search for economical yet accurate proficiency estimates is ongoing for many
languages under investigation (English: Lemhöfer and Broersma 2012; French: Tremblay
and Garrison 2008; Tremblay 2011; Gaillard 2014; Tracy-Ventura et al. 2014; Spanish:
Wood Bowden 2016; Mandarin Chinese: Yan et al. 2020). Among the various assessment
techniques used in language acquisition and bilingualism research, cloze deletion tests
stand out due to their relative ease of implementation, robust ability to discriminate among
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the different proficiency levels and well-understood psychometric properties (Brown 2013;
Huensch 2014; Hulstijn 2012). Introduced well over half a century ago by Taylor (1953),
the cloze deletion format has been widely applied to evaluating language proficiency in
individuals beyond the initial acquisition stage (see Watanabe and Koyama 2008 for a
meta-analysis of 212 studies; Brown and Grüter 2020). Cloze deletion tests are widely used
for holistic language proficiency assessment due to the ease of implementation and robust
predictive ability (Brown 1980, 1983, 2013; Kobayashi 2002; Tremblay and Garrison 2008;
Tremblay 2011). Cross-linguistically, the cloze test assessment technique may be deployed
in language classrooms and beyond, including contexts as diverse as research laboratory
and speaker’s home. The wide application of cloze tests is supported by the fact that they
tap into multiple aspects of the TL proficiency (Storey 1997). These aspects include, but
are not limited to, low-level lexical knowledge (Alderson 1979), sentence-level syntactic
knowledge (Alderson 1980) and understanding of discourse-level constraints (Chihara
et al. 1977).

Traditionally, a cloze deletion test presents an excerpt of a coherent text in the target
language in which a portion of the words, content and function, are removed to then be
filled in by the test taker. Cloze questions gauge the respondent’s ability to supply a word
consistent with, and grammatical in, the provided context. Naturally, successful perfor-
mance requires both high- (discourse) and low- (word) level comprehension processes to
ensure that the word chosen for each blank is appropriate from the semantic, syntactic, and
inter-sentential standpoint (Van den Broek et al. 2002). Because cloze test design presents
options which may affect the internal validity and discriminability of the test instrument,
careful decision making is warranted when opting for the deletion method (rational or
fixed-ration), the deletion step/interval, and the availability of answer choices associated
with each blank provided when the multiple-choice format is adopted as opposed to the
“true” fill-in-the-blank format, also known as constructed response (Frey 2018). While
each of these options has important repercussions both for test-taker and test developer,
they allow to customize the testing tool by making it suitable for respondents falling into
diverse proficiency ranges as well as for testing languages which, like Japanese, do not
use an alphabetical system (see Douglas 1994 for more discussion) or, like Russian, use a
non-roman alphabet. We return to select logistical considerations of cloze test design in
Section 7.

In a meta-analysis of published cloze deletion tests, Watanabe and Koyama (2008)
reported that in their sample of 212 studies, most used fixed-ration deletion, with the
deletion step ranging between every 12th and every 7th word, whereas others used the
so called “rational” deletion method. Whereas the fixed-ration deletion method requires
that every nth word in the original text is replaced with a blank, the rational deletion
method gives the test writer control over the material that is deleted and potentially
helps measure a more diverse set of TL proficiency components (Bachman 1985). This
may be particularly important for those seeking balance between the numbers of content
and function words that the test taker will supply or, when constructing a test for a
morphologically rich language, for including reasonably diverse grammatical forms from
the same morphological paradigm.

Another critical feature of cloze test design concerns the method for scoring respon-
dent’s data. When the fill-in-the-blank format is opted for, each supplied answer must be
evaluated for (a) being an exact match to the removed word (known as the exact answer
(EX) criterion) or (b) being an acceptable answer and therefore scored as correct (known as
the acceptable answer (AC) criterion) (Brown 1980). The latter approach may require that
the test writer prepares a list of possible answers for each blank, based on representative
responses from native (baseline) speakers who take the cloze first (see Tremblay 2011 for
an example of a cloze test offering acceptable answer scoring).

The choice of the scoring method affects the test outcomes: the AC method boosts
the score by increasing the probability of supplying a correct answer (Baldauf and Propst
1979; Chapelle and Abraham 1990; Kobayashi 2002) and may affect test discriminability
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in one or more parts of the proficiency spectrum. Assessment studies including Brown
(1980) and Tremblay (2011) and a meta-study of 144 cloze tests undertaken by Watanabe
and Koyama (2008) linked the AC method to greater test reliability. At the same time,
Brown and Grüter (2020), using data from 1724 participants who completed Brown’s 1980
cloze test for English, reported that the EX method yielded better discriminability among
the more proficient respondents. In the same study, Brown & Grüter argued that each
discriminability outcome holds, primarily, for the data sample that it is based on.

A different approach to scoring is assumed when a multiple-choice format is opted
for. In this case, test takers select one of the provided answers for each blank. The multiple-
choice format dramatically simplifies the scoring procedure and, in our own experience,
enables test takers from a wider range of TL abilities to complete the test. At the same
time, creating incorrect answer choices adds complexity to the test design process, as the
test writer must avoid oversimplifying the task (by providing clearly implausible answer
choices). Offering distractor answer choices which would require attention from even
proficient respondents while being reasonably distinct from the correct answer is necessary
to maintain the discriminability of multiple-choice tests (Baldauf and Propst 1979; Mostow
and Jang 2012). More design options include the length of the text (the mean value reported
in Watanabe & Koyama’s report is 374 words, range 125–750), and the number of the blanks
(the mean value reported by Watanabe and Koyama 2008 is 34, range 15–80).

While cloze deletion tests are known to offer a methodologically superior solution to
the problem of proficiency assessment (Brown 2013; Tremblay 2011), different opinions
have been put forward about which aspects of the target language competence these tests
tap into. Alderson (1979) and Shanahan et al. (1982) are examples of some early proposals
arguing that cloze tests target primarily “low-level” lexical and grammatical skills. Jonz
(1990) and Fotos (1991), on the other hand, proposed that cloze tests tap into higher-
level discourse competence. In extensive scholarship on cloze test design and application
by, e.g., Brown (1983, 1988, 2002, 2013) and in much subsequent work, cloze tests have
been characterized as a measure of overall (Brown 1980), general, or global (Huensch
2014) language proficiency. With that being said, one admitted limitation of cloze tests
over other methods of proficiency evaluation, including elicited production and elicited
imitation tasks (see Gaillard 2014; Wood Bowden 2016 for examples) is that they do not
elicit speech data. In her work on the L2 acquisition of stress in L2 French, Tremblay (2009)
correlated results from a cloze test and a foreign accent rating task based on read L2 speech
and reported a correlation coefficient of 0.43, which translates into a moderate strength
correlation. While analysis of production data is beyond the scope of the present study, we
proceed by adopting the view endorsed by Abraham and Chapelle (1992); Storey (1997);
Hughes (2003); Brown (1980, 2013) and others that cloze test scores present an integrative
measure of bilinguals’ and multilinguals’ proficiency. Consistent with this view is the
fact that cloze test scores demonstrate a strong correlation with results of comprehensive
standardized tests like the TOEFL (Bachman 1985; Brown 1983; Nunan and Carter 2001)
and have been used by major US universities in place of a more comprehensive testing
procedure for purposes of ESL placement and foreign language class placement (see
Tremblay 2011, p. 344 for specific examples).

4. Constructing the Test

In what follows, we discuss the steps we undertook to construct and validate a
cloze deletion test for use with adult populations of bilingual and multilingual Russian
speakers. In laying out our approach to test design, we closely followed the steps and
recommendations outlined in Brown’s original scholarship (Brown 1980, 1988, 2000, 2002,
2003, 2009, 2013). Brown’s established guidelines for constructing language proficiency
tests and scoring test data, as well as methods of evaluating the validity and reliability of
the testing tools, are widely used in the assessment literature (Kim and Rah 2019; Kleijn
2018; Trace 2020). Adhering to Brown’s guidelines has yielded successful validation of
cloze deletion tests constructed for English (Brown 1980, see Watanabe and Koyama 2008;
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Brown and Grüter 2020 for test metanalyses), French (Tremblay 2011), Japanese (Yamashita
2003) and beyond.

The following steps were undertaken to construct a cloze deletion test for Russian
and establish its validity, reliability, and discriminability in measuring participant TL
proficiency.

4.1. Materials Selection and Deletion Procedure

Russian presents a morphologically rich language with three nominal genders, six
morphological cases and three nominal declension types. Morphological case markers are
further differentiated based on noun number and gender. Adjectives agree with nouns
in number, gender, and morphological case. Verbs require tense and viewpoint aspect
marking, and—depending on the tense—person, number, and/or gender markers, and
fall into two conjugation types. Function words include pronouns, prepositions and a
copula verb used with past and future tense verbs. One consequence of such grammatical
organization of the target language which was taken into consideration when constructing
the present test is that various grammatical features of Russian can be tested via content
word deletion rather than by function word deletion.

Luchkina and Stoops (2013) selected two reading passages published in a Russian
newspaper website (https://www.kp.ru/, accessed on 30 April 2021) that were deemed of
interest to an average reader of high school age or older. An abridged version of each text
was created containing between 300 and 400 words. Working with each text, Luchkina and
Stoops applied a rational cloze deletion procedure which resulted in 58 deletions in text 1
and 60 deletions in text 2. Function words accounted for approximately 30% of all deleted
material. Distribution of word forms representative of each major grammatical paradigm
was examined based on the deleted words. It was determined that deletions in text 1 and
in text 2 represented all number and gender forms in verbs and nouns. Additionally, text 1
deletions required that the test taker supplied all three verb tenses, and five case forms in a
fairly balanced fashion. In contrast, text 2 deletions contained a smaller number of nominal
case forms and verb tense forms compared to text 1.

A focus group of native speakers of Russian included six adult participants, mean
age = 36.8. They were instructed to fill in the blanks in each text presented in pen and paper
format. All participants resided in the US at the time of participation (average duration of
US residence was 2.1 years). Answers were scored using the Appropriate Criterion method
(Brown 1980) discussed in Section 5.2. Focus group participants were then asked to rate
each text as (a) engaging and (b) culturally specific, i.e., more understandable to a Russian
reader as opposed to a foreign reader, on a scale from 1 to 10. The endpoints of the scale
were defined as follows: 1 represented “not at all” and 10—“very much so”. Results of the
focus group analyses are summarized in Tables 1 and 2.

Table 1. Accuracy (means and ranges) of focus group cloze test performance.

Text 1 Text 2

Mean: 98.8% Mean: 96.4%
Range: 97.5–100% Range: 95.6–98.9%

Table 2. Content analysis results based on focus group participant ratings.

Engaging Content Cultural Specificity

Text 1: 9.3 Text 1: 3.4
Text 2: 5.4 Text 2: 6.8

The focus group participants rated Text 2, about the Baykal lake, as less engaging and
more culturally specific. Text 1, reporting a recent scientific discovery, namely, singing
abilities in genetically modified mice, was chosen as the basis for the cloze deletion test

https://www.kp.ru/
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due to its more engaging, yet less culturally specific content, as well as greater variability
of grammatical forms included among the deleted words.

The chosen reading passage presented an excerpt from the original article abridged to
half its original length. The passage contained 307 words; among the 58 words removed
using the rational deletion method, 36 were content and 22—function. The rational deletion
method was used to ensure that sufficiently diverse grammatical forms are tested. As
a result, the deletion step was not fixed and varied between four and six words. The
starting point of deletion was the second word in the second sentence of the passage. The
grammatical forms included among cloze deletions words are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3. Verb forms and morphological cases of nouns included among the deleted words.

Verb Forms N Cloze Deletions Nominal Cases N Cloze Deletions

Infinitive 2 Nominative 9
Participle 2 Genitive 4
Present 4 Dative 1

Past 4 Accusative 4
Future 1 Instrumental 1

Prepositional -
Total: 13 Total: 19

Lexical frequency of the deleted words was recorded using a frequency dictionary by
Lyashevskaya and Sharov (2009), to identify highly infrequent words or wordforms. No
such instances were found. Figure 1 shows mean frequencies of occurrence of the deleted
words in Russian corpus data. Russian language course syllabi (semesters 1–4) from a
public US University and the textbook Nachalo (Lubensky et al. 2002), commonly used in
courses of Russian as a foreign/heritage language, were examined to gauge the number of
semesters of formal instruction which would enable an emergent L2 learner to comprehend
the chosen reading passage. It was estimated that satisfactory comprehension requires
approximately four-five semesters of classroom instruction in Russian. This supports the
view that cloze deletion tests may be inappropriate for learners during the initial acquisition
stage, especially those in the first-year courses (Tremblay 2011; Brown and Grüter 2020).
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4.2. Response Formats

A Constructed Response version (henceforth, the CR version) of the cloze test was
built using Survey Gizmo online testing software. The online test opened with an electronic
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consent form in which participants were asked to release their data for research purposes
and invited to participate in a follow up production task. The following part of the test
was an adaptation of the normed language background questionnaire originally offered
in Marian et al. (2007), supplemented with participant-reported proficiency measures.
The cloze deletion component of the testing tool was presented next. Participants were
instructed to read the text as a whole and answer three broad comprehension questions.
Following this initial familiarization phase, participants were presented with the text one
paragraph at a time. They were asked to fill in the blanks in Russian, using Cyrillic
or Roman scripts. Participants were instructed that their primary task was to fill in
each blank with one word such that the chosen word renders the sentence complete and
grammatically correct. Instructions were provided in English and in Russian. All responses
were submitted online and digitally stored by Survey Gizmo testing software. Participation
time lasted between 30 and 60 min and was greater for proficient respondents. Many US-
based participants reported no access to a Cyrillic-enabled keyboard, and some—feeling
uncertain about supplying romanizations of the Russian words.

A multiple-choice version (henceforth, the MC version) of the same cloze deletion
test was constructed to reduce the average testing time and simplify scoring as well as
testing logistics. To minimize the amount of cognitive load induced by multiple answer
options, we opted for three answer choices to be presented along with each blank. The
correct answer choice always matched the deleted word. The distractor choices were
created following practices and considerations outlined in Baldauf and Propst (1979) and
Mostow and Jang (2012). More specifically, Mostow and Jang (2012) discuss three types
of distractors, including ungrammatical, nonsensical, and plausible. In the present study,
distractor categories “ungrammatical” and “nonsensical” were conflated for cloze deletions
which had to be filled in using function words. For such items, the distractor always
matched the target word in terms of segmental length and phonological form. For example,
if the target word was a preposition consisting of one consonant or one vowel, such as k
(Eng. ‘to’) or v (Eng. ‘into’), the distractor option was another such preposition, such as
s (Eng., ‘with’) or o (Eng., ‘about’). Similarly, CV prepositions, e.g., na (Eng., ‘on’) were
presented along with distractors of the same phonological form, e.g., po (Eng., ‘along’).

Only ungrammatical and plausible distractors were implemented for cloze deletions
which had to be completed with open class words. For ungrammatical distractors, the
target word was provided featuring a case, number, or gender suffix (on nouns and
adjectives), and a tense, person, or number suffix (on verbs) which rendered the wordform
contextually ungrammatical. For example, the target genitive plural form myshey (Eng.,
‘mice’, genitive) was provided along with distractors featuring the prepositional plural form
or the dative plural form of the same noun, myshah and mysham, respectively. Plausible
distractors matched the target word in terms of its part of speech, grammatical form and,
where relevant, animacy, while being infelicitous in terms of meaning. For example, the
target word posadili (Eng., ‘seated’, plural) was presented along with distractors polozhili
(Eng., ‘laid down’, plural) and postavili (Eng., ‘placed in a standing position’, plural). In
combination with the noun myshey (Eng., ‘mice’, genitive), each of these distractor choices
could seem plausible to an L2 learner or a speaker with incomplete acquisition of Russian,
while being clearly anomalous to a native Russian speaker.

The lexical frequency of plausible distractors was examined to identify possible in-
frequent words or word forms. No such cases were found. The MC test was built using
Survey Gizmo and was later implemented in Qualtrics. Additionally, a pen and paper
test was created for immersion learners tested in Russia. Each blank in the MC test was
presented along with three answer choices. Participants were instructed to select the best
answer choice such that it would render the sentence complete and grammatically correct.
To further decrease the participation time, a shortened version of the language background
questionnaire was used with fewer included self-assessed measures related to motivation,
language preference, and types of the TL input. These test design modifications reduced the
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average participation time to 25–45 min and brought the rate of incomplete participation
down to approximately 15% from the 40% recorded for the CR test version.

5. Norming and Validation
5.1. Participants

A control group of native Russian speakers (n = 52, mean age = 32, range 21–52)
completed the CR version of the cloze test online. All participants resided in Russia at the
time of testing. All reported exposure to Russian at birth and considered Russian to be
their only native and primary language.

Five hundred and three speakers of Russian who also reported equal or greater
proficiency in at least one other language participated (Additionally, nine learners from
a second semester Russian course at a US public university attempted the test during
a scheduled testing session but chose to withdraw their data from analysis or reported
that the reading passage was too difficult for them to comprehend and declined further
participation). Each participant completed one test version, CR or MC, and gave consent
to use their background information and test data for research purposes. Participants
reported native or native-like proficiency in various languages, including English, Chinese,
Turkmen, Kazakh, Turkish, Italian, Korean, French, and Japanese. Most participants who
completed the test and the background questionnaire in their entirety, and thereby met the
inclusion criteria, were recruited from courses of Russian as a foreign, heritage, or second
language at two US universities and two universities in Russia. On average, L2 learners
had completed 4.3 (range 2–10) semesters of formal instruction in Russian by the time of
participation.

Of the 503 participants, 233 completed the CR test version and 270 participants—the
MC test version. We classified each respondent based on the primary type of TL exposure,
namely, formal, i.e., mostly classroom-based, and mostly immersion-based. The latter
category included participants who resided in Russia at the time of participation and/or
reported a history of living in Russia for a period of six months or longer. Additionally,
participants who grew up acquiring Russian at home in a language minority setting and
eventually developed dominant proficiency in a majority language were classified as
heritage Russian bilinguals. Participants’ cumulative language background information
organized by test version is summarized in Table 4. As Table 4 demonstrates, independent
of the test version, each self-reported background measure is broadly distributed (e.g.,
Length of Residence in a Russian speaking country varies between 0 and 252 months;
self-reported foreign accent ratings vary between “very slight” (0) and “very strong” (10),
etc.). Based on the language background information and the self-reported measures of
TL proficiency, our sample of adult Russian bilingual and multilingual speakers is clearly
heterogenous and therefore suitable for test validation purposes.

Table 4. Summary of participants’ language background information (based on self-reported mea-
sures), for the CR and MC test versions.

Variable Mean SD Range

CR MC CR MC CR MC

Age of Exposure (AOE) 16.3 14.06 8.98 7.55 0–44 0–32

Length of residence (LOR,
months) in a Russian speaking

country
30.2 23.82 49.6 31.86 0–252 0–252

Preference reading in Russian as
opposed to other languages
known to participant (1–10)

2.1 3.06 2.3 2.4 0–10 0–10

Self-reported accent rating when
speaking Russian

(1-very slight–10-very strong)
5.79 4.96 3.6 2.34 0–10 0–10
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The composition of the sub-samples of participants who completed the CR and the
MC test versions is also dissimilar. To illustrate, 56% (n = 132) of the CR version participants
were US-based L1 English L2 Russian learners. Among the MC test version participants,
approximately 40% were L1 Chinese L2 Russian learners (n = 103), whereas the number
of L1 English L2 Russian learners residing in the US was considerably smaller than in
the CR sub-sample (n = 28) and accounted for only 10% of the participants. A total of
196 participants resided in Russia at the time of participation or reported an extended
period of residence in a Russian-speaking country. One hundred and seventy-one of these
participants completed the MC version and 25—the CR version. A total of 116 Russian
heritage bilinguals resided in a country where their primary language was spoken but
reported an early exposure to Russian through one or both parents. Seventy-three of them
completed the CR version and 43—the MC version.

5.2. Data Scoring Methods

Using two distinct response formats, constructed response and multiple choice, re-
quires that the scoring method be adjusted depending on the version of the test adminis-
tered for assessment. As discussed in Section 3, constructed response tests can be scored
using the so-called exact answer (EX) criterion, whereby only those answers are considered
accurate (correct) which match the deleted word (Brown 1980). Alternatively, the acceptable
answer (AC) criterion renders more than one answer acceptable, as long as the provided
word is semantically and otherwise appropriate (e.g., a synonym; see Brown 1980, 1983 for
a comparison of these scoring methods). Multiple choice tests, on the other hand, may only
be scored using the EX criterion. In the present study, our choice of the AC method was
limited to scoring the CR test performance and was based on native speaker participants’
data containing more than one appropriate answer option for 24 of the 58 test items. The
EX scoring method was used with the MC test version.

The MC test answers were scored automatically in Qualtrics. The CR test data were
scored manually. All correct responses were coded as 1 and incorrect—as 0. Native speakers’
answers and approximately 40% of the answers supplied by our bilingual and multilingual
participants reported in Luchkina and Stoops (2013) were scored by these authors (native
Russian speakers) and the rest—by Luchkina. A response was considered correct when it
matched one of the answer choices supplied by the native speakers. Numerous spelling- or
romanization-induced errors were ignored. Approximately 12% of otherwise acceptable
responses were coded as “0” because of agreement, case or tense errors.

5.3. Data Analyses

Results are presented separately for the CR and the MC test versions. We first present
the summary statistics and evaluate the distributions of the obtained cloze scores. We
use Kuder-Richardson Formula20 estimates to gauge the internal validity of each test. To
establish the external validity, we report results of two multivariate analyses of cloze test
performance in which the log likelihood of supplying an accurate response is modeled
based on self-reported language background and proficiency data. Then, in a series of test
item analyses, we gauge individual item difficulty and discriminability, and how these
measures vary depending on the response format (CR vs. MC). We conclude our analyses
by assigning participants to distinct proficiency levels based on their cloze test performance.
Using this approach, we present score ranges for four distinct proficiency levels and probe
into the composition of each resulting sub-sample of cloze test participants.

6. Results

Native speakers’ answers were scored using the AC scoring method. This yielded the
mean test score of 98.8% (range: 97.5–100%). Based on the responses from this baseline
group, a list of acceptable answers was constructed for each test item. Each answer option
included in the list was considered grammatical and otherwise appropriate by both raters.
The mean cloze probability for the 58 deletions was 2.9, meaning that on average, each
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blank in the test could be filled in with approximately 3 words. Function words had the
lowest cloze probability ranging between 1 and 2, whereas content words, in particular,
adjectives and adverbs, had the highest cloze probability ranging between 1 and 11.

Table 5 summarizes learners’/bilinguals’ mean accuracy and score ranges for the CR
and MC versions. The corresponding score distributions are provided in Figure 2.

Table 5. Summary statistics of cloze test data.

CR MC

Mean accuracy 0.46 0.68
Median 0.41 0.70

SE 0.02 0.01
SD 0.29 0.17

Skewness 0.22 −0.27
Range 5.2–98.9 26.7–98.3

1 
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Figure 2. Frequency distribution of the cloze scores. (a) Fill-in-the-blank test; (b) multiple choice test. 
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Score ranges for the CR and MC tests are widely distributed and indicate that a broad
range of TL proficiencies is represented in our participant samples. As shown in Figure 2,
the CR test scores form a bimodal distribution with larger portions of scores falling within
the lower range (10–40% accuracy) and within the higher range (80–100% accuracy). At
the same time, considerably fewer scores fall in between these two ranges. Despite the
mean score of 0.46 being fairly well-centered, the distribution is also skewed to the left,
indicating that most respondents scored below mean. The MC test scores form a unimodal
distribution, skewed to the right. This indicates that fewer MC test participants scored
below mean, in addition to a fairly high mean accuracy of 68% obtained in the MC test.

The observed differences in the score patterns obtained in the CR and the MC tests
can be attributed to two primary factors. The first is the dissimilar composition of the
participant samples: recall that the CR test was administered to a large group of adult L2
learners of Russian and Russian heritage bilinguals residing, primarily, in the US. The MC
test, on the other hand, was administered to a large group of bilingual and multilingual
speakers whose length of residency in a Russian speaking country (primarily, Russia)
exceeded 6 months. At the same time, the number of US college learners and heritage
bilinguals in the MC sample was considerably smaller. The second factor entails the
dissimilar difficulty of the CR and MC tests, potentially linked to the different response
formats. These considerations warrant item-based analyses, which we now turn to, in
order to gauge individual test item facility and discriminability, as well as the internal
consistency of the CR and MC tests.
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6.1. Item-Based Analyses of Cloze Test Performance

Following Brown (2003), the internal consistency of the cloze test was assessed using
the Kuder-Richardson Formula20 (K-R20) reliability analysis for individual test items
applied to dichotomously scored data. Internal consistency refers to a general agreement
among the items that make-up a composite test score and is based on the correlation
between individual item scores across participants. The global K-R20 measure is a number
between 0 and 1; high internal consistency indicates that the test measure is reliable.
Virtually identical K-R20 coefficient values of 0.977 were obtained for the CR test version
(K-R20 = 0.9766) and the MC test version (K-R20 = 0.9762) and reveal that independent of
the response option, the cloze deletion test is internally consistent.

Individual test item facility and discriminability were evaluated separately for the
CR and the MC versions (see Figure 3). Item facility (IF) scores represent mean accuracy
rates for individual test items, whereby greater mean accuracy translates into greater item
facility. The IF scores obtained in the CR version ranged between 0.14 and 0.77, centered at
0.46, (SD = 0.13); in the MC version, the IF values ranged between 0.32 and 91 and were
centered at 0.68 (SD = 14.2).
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The ability of individual test items to discriminate between dissimilar proficiency
levels was assessed using the Individual Item Discriminability Analysis adapted from
Brown (2003). The analysis yields a measure of discriminability for each test item based
on how accurately it discriminates between low-, mid-, and high-scoring participants. A
negative discriminability index would serve as an indication of respondents in the bottom
third range (the lower tercile of the distribution) being more accurate than those in the
top third range (the higher tercile of the distribution). According to Brown (2003), item
discriminability index should exceed the cutoff threshold of 0.20, whereas items whose
discriminability falls within a 0.30–0.70 range can effectively discriminate between learners
of different TL proficiencies.

The mean discriminability indices along with the corresponding score distributions
for each test version are summarized in Table 6. In the CR version, the mean item discrim-
inability was computed at 0.72 (SD = 0.14). Good discriminability was obtained for 57 out
of the 58 test items. Mean item discriminability in the MC test, centered at 0.39, ranged
between 0.13 (poor discriminability, obtained for 4 cloze items) and 0.62. Forty-seven of
the 58 MC test items yielded good discriminability (>0.30) and seven items—reached the
lower threshold discriminability score of 0.20. Results of the item-based analyses reveal
that opting for the MC response option may boost participants’ score but is unlikely to
compromise the accuracy of the assessment outcome even when most participants in the
sample are fairly proficient.
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Table 6. CR and MC scores of top and bottom participant terciles and item discrimination indices.

Mean SD Range

CR Test MC Test CR Test MC Test CR Test MC Test

accuracy, top third 0.78 0.88 0.19 0.11 0.45–0.99 0.51–0.98
accuracy, bottom third 0.09 0.48 0.11 0.16 0.03–0.32 0.16–0.81
discrimination indices 0.72 0.39 0.14 0.12 0.37–0.96 0.13–0.62

Tremblay (2011) reports that participant accuracy is not only reflective of one’s lan-
guage background and TL exposure, but also hinges on whether any given cloze test item
requires that a content vs. a function word is supplied to fill in the blank. Due to their
greater cloze probability, function words are associated with greater accuracy and may
be supplied by bilinguals whose TL proficiency is merely emergent. Comparing mean
accuracy rates for function and content words in the present study yielded the following
results. A 5% difference in the mean accuracy for content and function items was obtained
in the CR test, in the predicted direction. The difference was 8% in the MC test data, also
in the predicted direction. The effects of different parts of speech and lexical frequency,
in conjunction with participant self-reported background and proficiency measures were
evaluated in two multivariate analyses of the cloze test performance to which we turn next.

6.2. Multivariate Analyses of Cloze Test Performance

The goal of the multivariate analyses was to determine which extra-linguistic factors,
in combination with test-specific properties, systematically affected the cloze test perfor-
mance in our bilingual and multilingual participants. To this end, we modeled the log
likelihood of obtaining an accurate response for a single test item, given the following
categories of predictors. First, we considered individual test item characteristics, including
the lexical frequency and the part of speech of the deleted word (POS). The second predictor
category was based on participants’ self-reported language background data and included
measures of age of exposure to the TL (AOE), age of arrival to a Russian speaking country
(AOA), length of residence in a Russian speaking country, in months (LOR), and a number
of semesters of formal instruction in Russian. To externally validate the results of the CR
and the MC tests, we included participants’ self-reported measures of Russian proficiency,
including the degree of the foreign accent (evaluated on a 1–10 interval scale) and the
preference to read a text in Russian vs. in a different language known to the participant
(evaluated on a 1–10 interval scale).

Responses to the CR test (henceforth, the CR model) and the MC test (henceforth,
the MC model) were analyzed separately, using two mixed effects logistic regressions
implemented in Stata 15. In addition to the fixed effects listed above, each model included
random effects (intercepts and slopes) for participant and test item. Main effects (raw logit
coefficients and z statistics) which reached significance are summarized in Table 7.

Table 7. Significant main effects obtained in multivariate logistic analyses of cloze test performance.

Fixed Effects CR Model MC Model

β z β z

N semesters of formal instruction 0.91 12.64 *** n.s. n.s.
AOE −0.04 −4.45 *** −0.04 −2.08 *
LOR 0.002 3.27 *** 0.006 2.16 *

Foreign Accent n.s. n.s. −0.06 −2.0 *
POS (conjunction) 0.47 2.55 ** 0.9 4.54 ***

POS (pronoun) 0.32 2.1 * 1.76 −10.66 ***
POS (adverb) n.s. n.s. −0.76 −5.61

Lexical frequency of deleted word 0.00002 3.97 *** 0.0008 16.13 ***
Significance levels: * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001. Same in the following tables.
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The multivariate analyses reveal that participant performance accuracy is systemati-
cally related to several test item-based characteristics as well as language background and
proficiency measures.

Independently of the response option, the likelihood of providing an accurate response
was inversely associated with the AOE to Russian but co-moved with the LOR in a Russian
speaking country. Additionally, the number of semesters of formal TL instruction was
positively associated with the likelihood of supplying an accurate response in the CR test
data. Response accuracy was also affected by select test item characteristics, including
lexical frequency and the POS of the deleted word. Specifically, in both test versions,
we established a positive relationship between accuracy and function word deletions
(conjunctions and preposition) further reinforced by the fact that such words are particularly
frequent and have naturally greater cloze probability. In summary, the results of the
multivariate analyses of the cloze test performance support that the CR and MC versions
are externally valid, such that the participant performance is reliably predicted based on
the type and length of TL exposure, as well as on individual test item facility. To further
tap into the external validity of the present test, we examined the relationship between the
number of semesters of TL instruction and the respondent accuracy, computed separately
for function and content cloze deletions.

Recall that the relationship between accuracy and the amount of formal TL instruction,
often used as a gauge of learners’ proficiency, was established as significant for adult L2
learners of Russian who completed the CR version. Figure 4 illustrates a strong positive
relationship between the amount of formal instruction and the mean accuracy on function
and content word deletions in the CR test data. At the same time, this relationship is
not perfectly linear: learners with five and seven semesters of formal TL instruction
outperform those with six and eight semesters when compared on function word accuracy.
Furthermore, no gains in accuracy on content word accuracy is observed among those with
six to eight semesters of instruction. Finally, learners with nine semesters of instruction are
equally accurate when supplying content or function words. This pattern, however, does
not hold for those with ten semesters of formal TL instruction. The relationship between
test performance and the amount of formal TL instruction illustrated in Figure 4 points
to variability in individual attainment levels which may stem from various aspects of
learners’ personal history. We therefore conclude that grouping adult L2 learners based
on background information or self-assessment may yield inaccurate outcomes, if only for
subgroups of learners. This consideration warrants our final cloze performance analysis in
which we assign the CR and MC version participants to distinct Russian proficiency levels
based on their cloze test performance and independently of the self-reported measures of
TL proficiency or history of TL learning.
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Figure 4. Mean accuracy by number of semesters of TL instruction completed by CR test respondents,
Dark line: function words, Light line: content words. Fitted regression lines (dotted) are shown with
corresponding R2 values.
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6.3. Using Cloze Performance as a Basis for Proficiency Assessment

A series of K-means cluster analyses were used to identify an optimal number of
participant clusters in our CR and MC participant samples. To determine an optimal
number of proficiency groups, the analysis was implemented in a stepwise fashion with
follow-up analyses of variance performed after each iteration. Using cluster as a between-
subject variable, the ANOVAs assessed the fit of models with two, three and four clusters.
Three iterations of K-means cluster analysis were implemented using the CR test data. As
shown in Table 8, the most dramatic model gain was observed when four clusters were
identified. Based on this outcome, participants were divided into four proficiency groups
(group one demonstrating the lowest attainment level and group four demonstrating the
highest attainment level). To enable comparisons across the CR and MC versions, the same
number of clusters was applied to the MC data. Recall that the present study excludes
emergent bilingual speakers, i.e., those during the initial stage of TL acquisition. Levels
1–4 are therefore in addition to the initial acquisition level (typically, the first two semesters
of formal instruction), not represented in our data.

Table 8. ANOVA parameters for each iteration of the k-means cluster analysis.

k (n Clusters) df F Model Gain

2 1, 230 1024.3 *** –
3 2, 229 1154.9 *** 130.6
4 3, 228 1639.1 *** 484.2

The cloze test performance of participants assigned to each cluster is summarized in
Table 9. The four resulting clusters are differentiated in terms of their cloze scores. To probe
into the internal composition of the obtained clusters, we use the following participant
category labels (see Section 5.1 for details): adult college learner, adult immersion learner,
and heritage Russian bilingual. For illustration purposes, we briefly examine four out of
eight clusters in our sample: the two scoring the lowest and the two scoring the highest, on
the CR and MC tests.

Table 9. Cluster profiles of CR and MC test participants.

Mean Accuracy (%) Accuracy Range (%) Cluster Size
(n) Participants

Cluster CR Test MC Test CR Test MC Test CR Test MC Test

1 9 41 5–20 27–49 79 44
2 32 57 21–45 50–64 52 70
3 62 73 57–74 65–80 48 87
4 87 89 75–99 81–98 54 68

In the CR sample, the lowest performing cluster (1) included two immersion learners,
67 adult college learners, and 10 heritage Russian bilinguals. The highest performing
cluster included 10 immersion learners, 30 heritage Russian bilinguals and 14 college
learners. The lowest performing cluster in the MC sample included 17 college learners,
23 immersion learners, and four heritage Russian bilinguals. In contrast, the highest
accuracy cluster included only six college learners, 41 immersion learners, and 68 heritage
Russian bilinguals. The observed distribution of participants with the lowest vs. highest
TL proficiency is in line with the results of the multivariate analyses reported in Section 6.2.
Specifically, we reported an advantage of early target language exposure, which is what
apparently drives the comparative advantage of the heritage Russian bilinguals in the CR
and MC tests. We also established a systematic relationship between the LOR in a Russian
speaking country and the likelihood of an accurate response in the MC test data. This
is in line with the fact that immersion learners comprise 60% of the best performing MC
test participants. Finally, the number of semesters of formal TL instruction presents an
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important predictor of response accuracy in the CR test. In line with this result, the lowest
performing cluster includes participants with as few as two and as many six semesters of
formal instruction, centered at 4.3 semesters. However, in the best performing cluster, this
range is between three and ten, and centered at 7.1 semesters of formal instruction.

7. Discussion

This paper reported on building and validating a cloze deletion test designed to assess
proficiency in populations of bilingual and multilingual Russian speakers dominant in
a different language. The test that we created offers two test item formats, Constructed
Response (CR) and Multiple Choice (MC), each linked to a distinct response option and
offering more than one way of scoring the responses. The choice of the response format is
offered due to logistical and assessment considerations some of which are unique to the
target language at hand. We will first review the considerations of testing logistics.

The fact that Russian does not use the Roman script makes open-ended questions
which must be answered using the TL problematic for the online test takers without access
to a Cyrillic-enabled keyboard. This was the case for most of the L1 English CR test
participants in the present study. To enable participation for those without access to the
Cyrillic script, we made its use optional and accepted romanizations of Russian words
instead. Such decision necessitated extra care when scoring participants’ answers, as
romanizations may look ambiguous and thereby may mask an otherwise correct response.
We committed to the following scoring practices for the CR test data: spelling errors in
stems were not considered when scoring test performance regardless of what script was
used; if a grammatical affix appeared incorrect due to either a spelling error or a grammar
error (e.g., subject-verb agreement error), the answer was considered incorrect and was
scored as zero.

A different logistical consideration related to the use of the present test concerns the
duration of the testing session: an estimated 15–30 min increase in the duration of the
testing session was linked to the CR response format compared to the MC format, and
affected proficient test takers more than those with lower TL proficiency. This dissimilar
effect can be attributed to proficient participants entertaining a greater number of response
options with the CR format than with the MC format. The MC test is therefore optimal for
instructors or researchers in need of a time-efficient assessment method which also does
not require access to a Cyrillic-enabled keyboard. If implemented using commercial online
testing platforms, the MC test allows for automatic scoring of test responses, which makes
the scoring process straightforward and time efficient. Cumulatively, these characteristics
render the MC test particularly well-suited for assessment practices with inherent time
constraints related to participation or scoring of the results.

Turning now to test-specific characteristics, the CR test demonstrated excellent in-
ternal consistency, reliability, and discriminability among dissimilar proficiency levels,
when evaluated against the standards established in the assessment research (Brown 1980,
2003; Kobayashi 2002; Tremblay 2011). The MC test demonstrated comparable internal
consistency and reliability. Less than 10% of the MC test items showed lower than optimal
discriminability, which we attribute to the fact that high cloze probability items like conjunc-
tions and prepositions were sufficiently accessible to even the less proficient participants
not to warrant the multiple-choice format. While mixed format cloze deletions tests have
been argued to be more psychometrically robust (Wang et al. 2016), but see Baghaei and
Ravand (2019) on compromised construct validity in mixed-format tests), introducing a
number of CR items into the MC test, to maintain comparable difficulty across all items,
would defeat the primary motivations for its creation—simplified administration and
automated scoring of the results.

The external validity of the CR and MC tests was established by tapping into how the
likelihood of providing a correct response is shaped by participants’ language background
and TL acquisition history. An analysis of participant language background supports
the view that the composition of each sample of bilingual or multilingual speakers is
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rather unique and may be best characterized by using a subset of background measures
relevant for the group whose proficiency is being evaluated. To illustrate, results of the
multivariate analyses revealed that the amount of formal TL instruction received by adult
L2 learners of Russian, in combination with self-reported measures of L2 exposure and
TL proficiency, are among the determinants of successful CR test performance. A closer
look at the relationship between the amount of formal TL instruction and test performance
showed evidence of individual variability in test scores obtained from the learners in the
same semester of instruction. This points to inherent heterogeneity among the learners
whose primary source of the TL input is classroom-based. Because Russian is a LCTL,
soliciting participants beyond the initial acquisition stage presents an inclusive rather than
an exclusive process. The binomial character of the distribution formed by CR test scores
reveals that a substantial number of adult US-based L2 learners who completed the test
can be identified as emergent Russian-English bilinguals despite the fact that all such
participants reported completing two or more semesters of formal classroom instruction
in the TL. At the same time, semesters of classroom TL instruction serve as an important
predictor of cloze test performance in the CR sample.

Whereas the amount of formal TL instruction was secondary in explaining the perfor-
mance of the MC test participants, self-reported ratings gauging the strength of the foreign
accent were negatively associated with MC test performance. Recall that the MC participant
sample included over 70% of bilingual and multilingual speakers who either resided in
Russia at the time of participation or reported an extended length of residence in a Russian
speaking country. Exposure to the TL in an immersion setting is instrumental to improving
proficiency, and often results in an increase in pronunciation accuracy and a concomitant
decrease in speech accentedness (e.g., Ingvalson et al. 2011). Although cloze deletion tests
do not directly measure oral production or pronunciation skills, test performance may be
indirectly related to measures of TL fluency and pronunciation accuracy, in immersion
learners. Following Tremblay (2009), we support the importance of externally validating
assessment tools which solicit written data only by using spoken (elicited) production data.
It is our hope that future uses of the present test in studies involving analyses of production
data will afford such additional external validation.

To summarize, analyses of participant language background and TL acquisition
history reveal that both formats of the proposed cloze deletion test are externally valid.

Using the CR and MC test scores, we conducted clustering analyses of our participants’
scores in order to draw inferences about their TL proficiency independently of self-reported
measures of the TL skill level or the amount of formal instruction. Among the four resulting
clusters summarized in Table 8, clusters 1 and 2, representing low and low-mid proficiency,
have non-overlapping score ranges when compared across the CR and MC test versions. We
argue that this result is due to the combined effects of dissimilar composition of participant
samples in each test, as well as due to the different response formats offered in these tests.
Comparative analysis of test item facility (see Figure 3) reveals that the CR test items, on
average, are approximately 20% more difficult for the CR test participants than the MC
items are for the MC test participants.

Remarkably, the response format made no difference for participants included in the
top performing cluster 4, comprised of highly proficient bilinguals and multilinguals in our
sample. The composition of this cluster suggests comparable, high levels of TL proficiency
in participants with early age of TL exposure, including a group of heritage Russian
bilinguals, and in participants with extended length of residence in a Russian-speaking
country. The best-performing cluster also included adult L2 learners with 7–10 semesters
of formal classroom instruction in the TL. Based on these results, it is our understanding
that the MC response format, while potentially beneficial for speakers with incomplete
TL acquisition or for those undergoing TL attrition, yields no participation advantages
for speakers with more native-like TL attainment, beyond the practical considerations of
test duration or scoring ease. Furthermore, recall that the CR test performance was scored
using the acceptable answer criterion. Brown and Grüter (2020) report that in their sample
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of over 1700 respondents who completed Brown’s (1980) cloze deletion test for English,
using the exact answer criterion yielded the most accurate discrimination among the best
performing participants. The AC scoring method was chosen in the present study based
on the baseline performance of fifty-two native Russian speakers who completed the test
and provided more than one, and sometimes numerous, answer options for most content
(open class) word deletions. We therefore leave the choice of the scoring method open for
future test uses. We provide the language background questionnaire, the cloze deletion
test, answer key, and score ranges characterizing each of the proficiency levels obtained
based on our data samples in Appendices A–E.

8. Conclusions

Our analyses provide evidence that the Russian cloze deletion test reported in this
study reliably discriminates between dissimilar target language attainment levels in diverse
populations of bilingual and multilingual Russian speakers. Our participant sample, in
all its heterogeneity, is highly representative of the population of the Russian (heritage)
bilinguals and learners in the US and beyond, including a growing number of adult L2
learners of Russian who acquire the language for education- and career-related purposes
in Russia. As Russian universities are gradually increasing the number of international
students, the population of adult learners acquiring the language in an immersion context
is expanding, offering SLA researchers more opportunities to conduct empirical work on
various questions related to the acquisition of Russian morphological paradigms, variable
constituent orders, and other phenomena which await further investigation.

Since its creation, the Russian cloze deletion test has had a number of applied uses
in SLA and Bilingualism research. To illustrate, two of the authors of this paper have
implemented the CR test in Ionin and Luchkina (2019), investigating the acquisition
of quantifier scope in L2 and heritage Russian. The MC test was successfully used in
experimental research by Jang et al. (in preparation), with focus on the acquisition of
the Russian tense system by adult L1-Chinese learners of Russian. Ionin et al. (2020,
under review), and Luchkina et al. (in progress) have all used the MC version of the test
as a gauge of Russian proficiency while examining the information structure-word order
relationship in heritage and L2 Russian. It is our hope that the proficiency assessment tools
provided in this study will enable more investigations of this kind.

In each of the aforementioned studies, participant cloze test performance was instru-
mental for teasing apart the effects of TL proficiency and other sources of non-target-like
performance, such as cross-linguistic influence. Without a doubt, implementing an assess-
ment method that is independent of often ambiguous measures proxying TL proficiency,
such as participants’ course level or self-reported proficiency estimates, is a first yet critical
step towards accounting for the inter-subject variability inherent to SLA and Bilingualism
research.
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Appendix A. Cloze Deletion Test—The CR Format (English Below)

Мыши умеют петь. Πоют, (1)_____прaвило сaмцы, в нaдежде (2)_____ симпaтию сaмок.
Это еще (3)______ 2005 году обнaружили ученые (4)_____ Университетa Baшингтонa,
докaзaв, что (5)_____ звуки, которые издaют влюбленные (6)______ отнюдь не случaйные.
Из (7)_____ звуков соткaны узнaвaемые музыкaльные (8)_____.
K сожaлению, мышиные песни нaходятся (9)______ той чaсти диaпaзонa, который
(10)____ доступен для восприятия людьми. (11)_______ “произведения” можно уловить
только (12)______ помощью специaльных приборов.

Мыши (13)_______ очень стaрaтельно—не менее (14)______ и рaзнообрaзно, чем
певчие (15)______. Иногдa кaжется, что они (16)______ почти осмысленно менять высоту
(17)_______ продолжительность своих удивительных (18)______.
Через 7 лет в результaте (19)______, которое провели в 2012 (20)______ aмерикaнские
ученые из Университетa Дюкa (21)______ Cеверной Кaролине обнaружилось: мыши
(22)______ еще обучaться пению, зaпоминaть (23)______ воспроизводить новые под-
слушaнные мелодии, (24)______ не только свои собственные (25)______. Mогут дaже
петь хором. (26)______ животных тaким тaлaнтом облaдaет (27)_______ человек.

Ученые собрaли несколько мышиных сaмцов в (28) _______ клетку, рядом в
другую— (29)______ сaмку, и слушaли, что (30)______ ей споют. Через некоторое
(31)_______ сaмцы словно бы спевaлись (32)______ нaчинaли рaспевaть хором. Πри
(33)_______ основной мелодией стaновилaсь тa, (34)_____ предлaгaл более сильный
сaмец.

(35)_______ рaньше японские ученые из (36)______ экспериментaльных технологий
Университетa Осaки (37)______ о похожем выдaющимся открытии (38) _______их проек-
те“Эволюция мыши”. (39)______ нaстолько продвинули группу мышей (40)_______ эво-
люционной лестнице, что они (41)_______ них зaпели кaк птички. Нaчaлось (42)______ с
одной мыши, у (43)______ неожидaнно обнaружились вокaльные (44)______ , рaсскaзывaет
глaвный руководитель экспериментов. (45)_____ у нaс целый хор— (46)____ стa поющих
мышей.

Πоющaя мышь (47)______ после того, кaк ее предкaм был (48)______ ген, который
отвечaет у людей (49)______ рaзвитие речи. Πосле этого (50)_____ дaли этим генети-
чески модифицировaнным (51)_____ свободно рaзмножaться—то есть, (52)______ по
эволюционной лестнице. И нaконец, (53)______ один прекрaсный день, нa свет (54)______
мышь, которaя зaпелa. Эксперименты (55)______ еще одну цель. Ученые (56)_______
пытaться добрaться до истоков возникновения речи. И (57)_____ мышaх, по сути,
моделируют (58)______ процесс.

English Translation (without blanks):

Mice can sing. As a rule, male mice sing in hopes of being favored by females. This
was discovered back in 2005 by researchers from the University of Washington, who
proved that the melodious sounds produced by mice are indeed music-like, recognizable
compositions. Sadly, the songs are produced at frequencies which cannot be perceived
by human ear. The songs of mice can only be registered using special equipment. Mice
are elaborate singers. They sing as intricately as birds. In other words, they seem to have
control over the pitch and length of the produced sounds.

Seven years later after the original discovery, research conducted in 2012 by American
scientists from Duke University in North Carolina showed that mice can also be taught
how to sing and have the ability to memorize and reproduce melodies produced by others.
They can even sing as a group. In the animal world, such talent is usually considered to be
found among humans only.
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Scientists placed several male mice in one cage, placed a female in a cage nearby and
listened. After some time, males were singing as a group, in unison. At the same time,
the melody produced by the strongest male was used as the main tune during the group
singing.

A bit earlier, researchers from the University of Osaka in Japan reported a similar
remarkable discovery in a project called “The Evolution of Mice”. The team was able to
advance the singing abilities of mice such that they began singing like birds. “It all began
with one mouse that demonstrated signing abilities.”-shares the lead researcher. “Now we
have a large group of singing mice—about a hundred of them”.

A singing mouse was born after researchers gave its ancestors a gene which is re-
sponsible for speech abilities in humans. The genetically modified mice were allowed
to procreate freely, and therefore, to evolve. Finally, one day, a singing mouse was born.
Researchers pursue one other goal by conducting experiments with mice. They search for
origins of speech abilities in humans and use mice to model the speech evolution process.

Appendix B. Cloze Deletion Test—The MC Format

Мыши умеют петь. Πоют, (1) тaк/ или/ кaк прaвило сaмцы, в нaдежде (2) зaвоевaть/обл
aдaть/рaскрыть симпaтию сaмок. Это еще (3) к/ в/ с 2005 году обнaружили ученые (4)
нa/из/по Университетa Baшингтонa, докaзaв, что (5) мелодичным/мелодичные/мелоди
чных звуки, которые издaют влюбленные (6) мыши/пaры/ученые, отнюдь не случaйные.
Из (7) этих/тех/тaких звуков соткaны узнaвaемые музыкaльные (8) мелодии/
композиции/зaписи. K сожaлению, мышиные песни нaходятся (9) к/в/с той чaсти
диaпaзонa, который (10) не/но/ни доступен для восприятия людьми. (11) Haши/их/вaши
“произведения” можно уловить только (12) с/без/о помощью специaльных приборов.

Мыши (13) пищaт/зовут/поют__очень стaрaтельно—не менее (14) тихо/
плaвно/зaтейливо и рaзнообрaзно, чем певчие (15) птицы/звери/животные.
Иногдa кaжется, что они (16) будут/могут/учaтся почти осмысленно менять высоту
(17) и/a/о продолжительность издaвaемых (18) произведений/сочинений/звуков.
Через 7 лет в результaте (19) aнaлизa/исследовaния/рaсследовaния, которое провели
в 2012 (20) год/году/годомaмерикaнские ученые из Университетa Дюкa (21) к/ в/ с
Cеверной Кaролине обнaружилось: мыши (22) способны/готовы/уверены еще обучaться
пению, зaпоминaть (23) и/a/о воспроизводить новые подслушaнные мелодии, (24) и/a/о
не только свои собственные (25) песни/стихи/рaсскaзы.
Мыши могут дaже петь хором. (26) из/вне/среди животных тaким тaлaнтом облaдaет
(27) иногдa/лишь/тaк же человек.

Ученые собрaли несколько мышиных сaмцов в (28) одну/вторую/дoрoгую клетку,
рядом—в другую— (29) постaвили/посaдили/положили сaмку и слушaли, что (30)
он/онa/они ей споют.
Через некоторое (31) место/время/рaсстояние сaмцы словно бы спевaлись (32) и/a/о
нaчинaли рaспевaть хором. Πри (33) этом/этого/этому, основной мелодией стaновилaсь
тa, (34) некоторую/которую/которыми предлaгaл более сильный сaмец.

(35) чуть/очень/совсем рaньше японские ученые из (36) музея/школы/рынкa
экспериментaльных технологий Университетa Осaки (37) сообщaли/сообщaл/сообщили
о похожем выдaющимся открытии (38) в/из/к их проекте “Эволюция мыши”. (39)
инострaнцы/ученые/учителя нaстолько продвинули группу мышей (40) нa/вдоль/по
эволюционной лестнице, что они (41) и/a/у них зaпели кaк птички. Нaчaлось (42)
всё/весь/вся с одной мыши, у (43) котороя/которой/которую обнaружились вокaльные
(44) ноты/инструменты/способности—рaсскaзывaет глaвный руководитель эксперимен-
тов. (45) теперь/тогдa/скоро у нaс целый хор— (46) почти/около/нaверное стa поющих
мышей.

Πоющaя мышь (47) получился/получилaсь/получилось после того, кaк ее предкaм
был (48) выдaн/зaдaн/дaн ген, который отвечaет у людей (49) от/из/зa рaзвитие речи.
Πотом (50) исследовaтели/родители/врaчи дaли этим генетически модифицировaнным
(51) мышaм/мышaми/мышaх свободно рaзмножaться—то есть, (52) двигaть/двигaлся/
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двигaться по эволюционной лестнице. И нaконец, “(53) в/нa/с один прекрaсный день”
нa свет (54) появится/появилaсь/появляется мышь, которaя зaпелa. Эксперименты (55)
привлекaют/приследуют/предлaгaют еще одну цель. Ученые (56) были/будут/будущие
пытaться добрaться до истоков возникновения речи. И (57) в/о/нa мышaх, по сути,
моделируют (58) этот/тот/то процесс.

Appendix C. Answer Key

Table A1. Answer Key.

Test Item Deletion Other Acceptable Answers

1 кaк кaк прaвило
2 зaвоевaть вызывaть, привлечь, зaполучить, получить
3 в
4 из
5 мелодичные эти, некоторые, рaзные, необычные
6 мыши сaмцы, грызуны
7 этих рaзных, рaзличных, подобных
8 композиции мелодии, ноты, песни, произведения
9 в нa

10 не
11 их мышиные, эти, все, мyзыкaльные, подобные
12 с
13 поют

14 зaтейливо
крaсиво, продолжительно, богaто, стaрaтельно,
оригинaльно, вырaзительно, умело, зaливисто,
виртуозно, осмысленно, изобретaтельно

15 птицы
16 умеют могут
17 и
18 звуков
19 исследовaния эксперименты, нaблюдения
20 году
21 в
22 способны
23 и
24 a 1 причем
25 песни произведения, творения, мелодии, звуки, трели
26 cреди кромe, из
27 лишь только
28 одну
29 посaдили поместили
30 они сaмцы
31 время
32 и
33 этом
34 которую
35 чуть еще, немного

36 школы отделa, лaбaротории, институтa, центрa,
фaкультетa

37 сообщили нaписaли, доложили, объявили, рaсскaзaли,
зaявили

38 в об
39 ученые они, исследовaтели
40 по
41 y
42 всё это, исследовaние
43 которой
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Table A1. Cont.

Test Item Deletion Other Acceptable Answers

44 способности дaнные
45 теперь сейчaс, тут
46 около более

47 получилaсь появилaсь, зaпелa, эволюционировaлa, стaлa,
родилaсь

48 дaн внедрен, приобретен, пересaжен, передaн, привит,
введен, вживлен

49 зa
50 исследовaтели ученые, они, исследовaтели, экспериментaтор
51 мышaм животным

52 двигaться продвигaться, двигaться, поднимaться, идти,
взбирaться

53 в
54 появилaсь родилaсь
55 преследуют достигли, имели, преследовaли, стaвили, имеют

56 пытaются хотят, стремятся, хотели, смогли, сумели,
стaрaются, пытaлись, решили

57 нa
58 этот дaнный, эволюционный, генетический, весь
1 (The item discriminability analysis reported in Section 6.1 yielded a negative discriminability
coefficient for item 24, meaning that in the assessment completed in the present study, this item did
not discriminate between different TL attainment levels).

Appendix D. Accuracy Ranges for Four Distinct Proficiency Levels

Native speakers’ accuracy: 98–100%.

The CR format:
Level 0: Not tested (The initial acquisition stage)
Level 1: 5–19% accurate (Low)
Level 2: 20–44% accurate (Low-mid)
Level 3: 45–74% accurate (Mid)
Level 4: 75–100% accurate (High)

Multiple-choice format:
Level 0: Not tested (The initial acquisition stage)
Level 1: 5–19% accurate (Low)
Level 2: 20–44% accurate (Low-mid)
Level 3: 45–74% accurate (Mid)
Level 4: 75–100% accurate (High)

Appendix E. Language Background Questionnaire

The English version:

Language Experience and Proficiency Questionnaire (section 1 of 2)

subject # list # today’s date:
age male � female �

1 Please list all languages you know in order of dominance and estimate your proficiency in each language.
1. Language A 2. Language B 3. Language C 4. Language D 5. Language E

2 Please list all the languages you know in order of acquisition and indicate how old were you when you started learning
each language (your native language first).

1. Language A 2. Language B 3. Language C 4. Language D 5. Language E
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3 Please list what percentage of the time you currently use and are exposed to each language. (Your percentages should
add up to 100%.)

list lg. here Lg. A: Lg. B: Lg. C: Lg. D: Lg. E:
list % here

4 In choosing to read a text available in all your languages, in what percentage of cases would you choose to read it in
each of your languages? (Assume that the original was written in another language, which is unknown to you. Your
percentages should add up to 100%.)

list lg. here Lg. A: Lg. B: Lg. C: Lg. D: Lg. E:
list % here

5 When choosing to speak with a person who is equally fluent in all your languages, what percentage of time would you
choose to speak each language? Please report percentage of total time. (Your percentages should add up to 100%.)

list lg. here Lg. A: Lg. B: Lg. C: Lg. D: Lg. E:
list % here

6 Please indicate what the native languages of your parents are:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

7 How many years of formal education do you have? __________________________________________________________
Please check your highest education level (or the approximate US equivalent to a degree in another country):

� less than high school
� high school
� professional training

� some college
� college
� some graduate school

� master’s degree
� PhD/MD/JD
� other:

8 Have you ever had a vision problem, hearing impairment, language disability, or learning disability? (Check if applica-
ble.) If yes, please explain, including any corrections or treatments:_______________________________________________

Language Experience and Proficiency Questionnaire (section 2 of 2)

Language: Russian
All questions below refer to your knowledge of this language.

1 Age when you...
began acquiring Russian: became fluent in Russian: began reading in Russian: became fluent in reading Russian:

2 Please list the number of years and months you spent in each language environment.
years months

A country where Russian is spoken
A family where Russian is spoken
A school and/or working environment where Russian is spoken

3 On a scale from zero to ten, please rate your level of proficiency in speaking, understanding, and reading Russian.

speaking understand spoken language reading

4 On a scale from zero to ten, please rate how much of the following factors contributed to you learning Russian.
interacting with friends listening to radio/music
interacting with family reading
watching TV/video/web videos language lab/self-instruction

5 Please rate to what extent you are currently exposed to Russian in the following contexts:
interacting with friends listening to radio/music
interacting with family reading
watching TV/video/web videos language lab/self-instruction

6 In your perception, how much of a foreign accent do you have in Russian? _________________________________________
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7 Please rate how frequently others identify you as a non-native speaker based on your accent in Russian?
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Bilingual LEAP Questionnaire, adapted from:
Marian et al., 2007. J. Speech, Language, & Hearing Research, v. 50, p. 940–967.

The Russian version:

Языковой опыт иypовeнь знaния: Чacть1Языковой опыт иypовeнь знaния: Чacть1Языковой опыт иypовeнь знaния: Чacть1

#yчacтникa #cпиcкa дaтa
возpacт Дaтa pождeния Myж � Жeн �

1 Πожaлyйcтa, пepeчиcлитe, кaкими языкaми вы влaдeeтe в поpядкe yмeньшeния языковыx нaвыков.
1. ЯзыкA 2. Язык Б 3. ЯзыкB 4. ЯзыкГ 5. Язык Д

2 Πожaлyйcтa, пepeчиcлитe, кaкими языкaми вы влaдeeтe в поpядкe оcвоeния. (pодной язык пepвый).
1. ЯзыкA 2. Язык Б 3. ЯзыкB 4. ЯзыкГ 5. Язык Д

3 Πожaлyйcтa, yкaжитe в пpоцeнтномcоотношeнии, cколько вы пользyeтecь кaждым языком в нacтоящee вpeмя.
(Oбщaяcyммa пpоцeнтов должнa быть 100%)

Язык A: Б: B: Г: Д:
%

4 Ecли тeкcт нaпиcaн нa языкe Baм нeизвecтном, но пepeводBaм доcтyпeн нa вcex извecтныx Baм языкax. Укaжитe
пpоцeнтноe cоотношeниe выбоpa Baми того или иного языкa для пpочтeния тaкого тeкcтa. (Oбщaяcyммa пpоцeнтов
должнa быть 100%)

Язык A: Б: B: Г: Д:
%

5 Укaжитe пpоцeнтноe cоотношeниe выбоpa Baми того или иного языкa для общeнияc cобeceдником, котоpый
одинaковоcвободно влaдeeт вceми извecтнымиBaм языкaми. (Oбщaяcyммa пpоцeнтов должнa быть100%)

Язык A: Б: B: Г: Д:
%

6 C кaкими кyльтypaми(этничecкими, peлигиозными) выceбяaccоцииpyeтe. Oцeнитe нa шкaлe от0 до 10 cтeпeнь
пpинaдлeжноcти к кaждой гpyппe (Haпpимep: Pyccкий, Πpaвоcлaвный и т.д).

Kyльтypa A: Б: B: Г: Д:
Шкaлa (0–10)

7 Cколько лeт вы пpовeли вcиcтeмe обpaзовaния? ___________________________________________________________
Укaжитe ypовeнь вaшeго обpaзовaния. Ecли вы обyчaлиcь в дpyгойcтpaнe yкaжитe нaиболee подxодящий эквивaлeнт:

� нe зaкончeнноe
� cpeднee
� cpeднeecpeднee пpоϕeccионaльноe

� нe зaкончeнноe выcшee
� выcшee
� acпиpaнтypa

� кaндидaт нayк
� доктоp нayк

8 Cколько лeт вы жили вCШA: ____________________________________________________________________________
Ecли вы жили в дpyгиx cтpaнax, yкaжитe, в кaкиx иcколько лeт: ________________________________________________

9 Были лиy вac когдa-либо пpоблeмыcо зpeниeм, cлyxом, илиpeчью? Ecли дa, тоyкaжитe, кaкиe имeнно(включaя
коppeкционныe пpоцeдypы, ecли были):
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Языковой опыт и уровень знaния: Чaсть 2 aЯзыковой опыт и уровень знaния: Чaсть 2 aЯзыковой опыт и уровень знaния: Чaсть 2 a

Язык: Pyccкий.
Bce поcлeдyющиe вопpоcы отноcятcя к вaшeмy знaнию вышeyкaзaнного языкa.
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1 B кaком возpacтe вы:
HaчaлиyчитьPyccкий: BлaдeлиcвободноPyccким: Haчaли читaть по-Pyccки: Читaлиcвободно по-Pyccки:

2 Укaжитe количecтво лeт и мecяцeв вы пpовeли в:
лeт мecяцeв

Pyccко-говоpящeйcтpaнe
Pyccко-говоpящeйceмьe
Pyccко- говоpящeй школe/paботe

3 Oцeнитe нa шкaлe от0 до 10 вaшe yмeниe говоpить, понимaть, и читaть по-Pyccки:

Peчь: Πонимaниe: Чтeниe:

4 Oцeнитe нa шкaлe от0 до 10 влияниe cлeдyюшиx ϕaктоpов нa вaшe изyчeниe Pyccкого:
Oбщeниe c дpyзьями Paдио/Myзыкa
Oбщeниe вceмьe Чтeниe
Teлeвизоp Изyчeниe языкa c

yчитeлeм/Caмоcтоятeльноe
изyчeниe

5 Oцeнитe нa шкaлe от0 до 10 кaк чacто вы иcпользyeтe Pyccкий вcлeдyющиx cитyaцияx:
Oбщeниe c дpyзьями Paдио/Myзыкa
Oбщeниe вceмьe Чтeниe
Teлeвизоp Изyчeниe языкa c

yчитeлeм/Caмоcтоятeльноe
изyчeниe

6 Πо-вaшeмy мнeнию, когдa вы говоpитe по-Pyccки, нacколькоcильно пpиcyтcтвyeтy вac иноcтpaнныйaкцeнт?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

7 Kaк чacто дpyгиe пpинимaют вac зa иноcтpaнцa из-зa вaшeгоaкцeнтa?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Языковой опыт и уровень знaния: Чaсть 2 бЯзыковой опыт и уровень знaния: Чaсть 2 бЯзыковой опыт и уровень знaния: Чaсть 2 б

Язык: Aнглийcкий.
Bce поcлeдyющиe вопpоcы отноcятcя к вaшeмy знaнию вышeyкaзaнного языкa.

1 B кaком возpacтe вы:
HaчaлиyчитьAнглийcкий: BлaдeлиcвободноAнглийcким: Haчaли читaть

по-Aнглийcки:
Читaлиcвободно
по-Aнглийcки:

2 Укaжитe количecтво лeт и мecяцeв вы пpовeли в:
лeт мecяцeв

Aнглоговоpящeйcтpaнe
Aнглоговоpящeйceмьe
Aнглоговоpящeй школe/paботe

3 Oцeнитe нa шкaлe от 0 до 10 вaшe yмeниe говоpить, понимaть, и читaть по-Aнглийcки:

Peчь: Πонимaниe: Чтeниe:

4 Oцeнитe нa шкaлe от 0 до 10 влияниe cлeдyюшиx ϕaктоpов нa вaшe изyчeниe Aнглийcкого:
Oбщeниe c дpyзьями Paдио/Myзыкa
Oбщeниe вceмьe Чтeниe
Teлeвизоp Изyчeниe языкa c

yчитeлeм/Caмоcтоятeльноe
изyчeниe

5 Oцeнитe нa шкaлe от 0 до 10 кaк чacто вы иcпользyeтe Aнглийcкий вcлeдyющиx cитyaцияx:
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Oбщeниe c дpyзьями Paдио/Myзыкa
Oбщeниe вceмьe Чтeниe
Teлeвизоp Изyчeниe языкa c

yчитeлeм/Caмоcтоятeльноe
изyчeниe

6 Πо-вaшeмy мнeнию, когдa вы говоpитe по-Aнглийcки, нacколькоcильно пpиcyтcтвyeтy вac иноcтpaнныйaкцeнт?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

7 Kaк чacто дpyгиe пpинимaют вac зa иноcтpaнцa из-зa вaшeгоaкцeнтa?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Языковой опыт и уровень знaния: Чaсть 2 вЯзыковой опыт и уровень знaния: Чaсть 2 вЯзыковой опыт и уровень знaния: Чaсть 2 в

Язык:
Bce поcлeдyющиe вопpоcы отноcятcя к вaшeмy знaнию вышeyкaзaнного языкa.

1 B кaком возpacтe вы...
Haчaлиyчить: Bлaдeлиcвободно: Haчaли читaть по-: Читaлиcвободно по-:

2 Укaжитe количecтво лeт и мecяцeв вы пpовeли в:
лeт мecяцeв

cтpaнe
ceмьe
школe/paботe

3 Oцeнитe нa шкaлe от 0 до 10 вaшe yмeниe говоpить, понимaть, и читaть:

Peчь: Πонимaниe: Чтeниe:

4 Oцeнитe нa шкaлe от 0 до 10 влияниe cлeдyюшиx ϕaктоpов нa вaшe изyчeниe:
Oбщeниe c дpyзьями Paдио/Myзыкa
Oбщeниe вceмьe Чтeниe

Teлeвизоp
Изyчeниe языкa c
yчитeлeм/Caмоcтоятeльноe
изyчeниe

5 Oцeнитe нa шкaлe от 0 до 10 кaк чacто вы иcпользyeтe вcлeдyющиx cитyaцияx:
Oбщeниe c дpyзьями Paдио/Myзыкa
Oбщeниe вceмьe Чтeниe

Teлeвизоp
Изyчeниe языкa c
yчитeлeм/Caмоcтоятeльноe
изyчeниe

6 Πо-вaшeмy мнeнию, когдa вы говоpитe, нacколькоcильно пpиcyтcтвyeтy вac иноcтpaнныйaкцeнт?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

7 Kaк чacто дpyгиe пpинимaют вac зa иноcтpaнцa из-зa вaшeгоaкцeнтa?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Bilingual LEAP Questionnaire, adapted from:
Marian et al., 2007. J. Speech, Language, & Hearing Research, v. 50, p. 940–67.
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